Demo on Assignment Submission

COP 3223
Step 1

Login to the hyperlink webcourses2c.instructure.com with your PID and PID password.
Step 2

Once on Home screen, select the course COP3223 and you will see a HOME SCREEN for that course as show below:
Now on this page, the hyperlink of your interest is Assignments on left hand side of page as shown in the screenshot below. The details of this is shown in screen shot below:

This tab will tell you about recently graded assignments or homeworks.

This link will take you to Assignments Page, where you can select a particular assignment for submission.
Select the hyperlink Assignments on the left hand side of the page and it will navigate you to the Assignments Submission Page. Which looks like below.

More information on next slide.
On Assignments page you would be able to view three types of assignments:

1) Upcoming Assignments (All assignments will be listed here.)

2) Undated Assignments (Due date not yet set/ Assignment not yet set)

3) Past Assignments (Assignments already submitted and due date is expired)

Upcoming assignments Due Date can be seen just besides the assignments/homework title as shown in the screenshot above.
Select the Assignments/Homework's Link which you want to submit. Example: Here we selected Homework 2

Once you click on that you will see a page as shown below. Follow the instructions as shows in the below screenshot.
Follow the instructions as shows in the below screenshot. The number indicates the steps in which you should normally follow the process.

1st Choose the File to submit

Comments to be left Blank unless you want to tell something to professor

2nd Submit the file by clicking here.
It will also tell about how to confirm if the submission was a success/failure. You can also resubmit a file in case of any errors or if you want to submit a entirely new file. No issue of multiple submissions will happen here, the newly submitted file will overwrite the old file.
Thank You